In 1888, Tri Delta was founded by Sarah Ida Shaw at Boston University with the purpose of being an organization that would "be kind alike to all." This founding principle is still recognized today through our motto "Be Brave, Be Bold, and Be Kind." The Beta Theta Chapter at Clemson University strived daily to embody these values through our members' everyday lives. Our chapter of Tri Delta is more than just an organization. It serves our members as their home away from home. We are a family that pushes our members to be the best version of themselves, while also accepting everyone for who they are. We believe in "Bringing You" and we cannot wait to meet each of you for who you truly are.

"Looking around at all of the seniors jam-packed in their living rooms, laughing and crying and clutching whoever was nearest to them, I knew they felt the same fleeting feeling like me- wishing for one more semester, one more recruitment workshop, one more sleepover on Norris Hall. At that moment, I knew that Tri Delta was something I wanted to be a part of, and making that decision has continued to be one of the best and most rewarding choices I have ever made. And now, with freshmen year coming to a close, I find myself harboring some of the same feelings I experienced during recruitment so many months ago- wishing for one more Douthit dinner, one more New Member meeting, one more night in Manning. They say time flies when you're having fun, and I can confidently say that I have found the women that make my time fly in Tri Delta!"  
Gwyneth Millican, MC '20
In 1999, Tri Delta formed a national philanthropic partnership with St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. This partnership provides our members with wonderful opportunities to grow as individuals and leaders as we help children LIVE, scientists LEARN, and St. Jude LEAD in its mission of finding cures for childhood cancer and other life threatening diseases. In July 2014, Tri Delta made the largest single fundraising commitment of $60 million in 10 years -- the single largest fundraising commitment in St. Jude’s history, and received prominent recognition by having the short-term housing facility named Tri Delta Place. In April of 2022, 2 years ahead of schedule, Tri Delta met our commitment of $60 million in just 8 years!

Fun Fact: Clemson Tri Delta is the #4 Tri Delta fundraising chapter for St. Jude in the nation!
Social
Formal, Semi Formal, Find Your Sister a Mister, Fall Band, Back in Blue, Parents Cocktail, and more themed mixers and crush parties.

Sisterhood
Spill the Beans tabs, F45 and other Delta’s Only fitness classes, Axe Throwing, Holiday themed parties with our Clemson LIFE sisters, and other fun surprise treats.

Philanthropy
Triple Play Baseball Tournament, Sincerely Yours Letter Writing, 24k in a Day social media challenge, Delta House of Pancakes, and proceeds nights.

Academic
Delta's Only study hall before chapter, academic achievement prizes, professional development workshops, and exam week treats.
Our Tri Delta members cannot wait for recruitment! We wanted to give you some details of the membership requirements in our chapter. In terms of academics, our Beta Theta chapter places a high value on scholarship. The chapter average to extend a bid is a 3.0 GPA, and women with below a 3.0 GPA are at a greater risk to be released.

New member dues: $850 (first semester only)
Initiated member dues: $460 (per semester)
KEEP UP WITH US!

@clemsonontridelta
www.clemsonontridelta.com
clemsonontridelta.squarespace.com
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